Game Sheet

Flower Fortunes
Experience fast and delightful gameplay across a 6x5 reel with 5 different levels as
you rise in power. Maximize your good fortune with the flower who will grant a
multitude of exciting features as it vibrantly evolves, as well as changing the very
boundaries of the reel itself.
With every spin magical orbs will appear,
determining if the flower is destined to
grow or wither. When the flower grows so
does the possibilities, never stop winning
with up to 531, 441 MEGAWAYS™

Send promotion inquiries to:
marketing@fantasmagames.com

Game Sheet

RTP

Game Levels

Win probabilities

Level up to expand the reel and
activate new features. Higher levels
retain all the features from preceding
levels.

Big Win (bet multiplier 20+)
Super Win (bet multiplier 50+)
Mega Win (bet multiplier 100+)
Epic Win (bet multiplier 150+)

Overall

96.00

Base Game

86.57

Bonus Game

9.43

Level 0

95.88

Level 1

95.24

Level 2

96.17

Level 3

95.69

Level 4

96.33

Level 1- Expanding Wilds

General game attributes

Wilds that expand to cover a whole
column, and have a random multiplier.
Land multiple wilds for gigantic
multipliers!

Max win based on 1
billion rounds
simulation

Level 2 - Respin Symbol

Default bet

When a Respin Symbol lands on the
reel a random number of non-winning
normal symbols are replaced with new
ones. Bonus, Wild, or even new symbol
replacers can be added in this way.

Max bet

10.00

Variance

Low/High

Level 3 - Bonus Game
Land 3 or more Bonus symbols to
partake in an exciting and lucrative
bonus game.

Level 4 - Avalanche
All winning symbols explode and are
replaced with new ones. Every
subsequent avalanche win adds an
increasing multiplier starting on x2. The
avalanche multiplier stacks with the
wild multipliers for even greater wins!

Send promotion inquiries to:
marketing@fantasmagames.com

Min bet

Layout
Betways
Channels

x18480

0.50
1

6x5 to 6x9
64 - 531 441
Desktop,
Mobile

Base game
Max win

x18480

Hit frequency lvl 0

1 in 1.87

Hit frequency lvl 1

1 in 2.15

Hit frequency lvl 2

1 in 2.25

Hit frequency lvl 3

1 in 2.28

Hit frequency lvl 4

1 in 2.55

